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Across a wide array of industries, “supply chain competition”, since its conceptual advent, 
has grown into a vital mode of business competition. Recent years has brought rapid advances 
to smartphones and mobile internet, placing mobile phone industry among high-tech 
industries, which features high output value, fast innovation and intense competition. As a 
norm, volatile cellphone markets, however, make much heavier demands on the innovation of 
their SCM.. Consequently platform-based models of SCM have appeared in Shenzhen and 
have proved markedly productive. With mature industrial clusters, the city and areas around 
has provided superior soil for the evolution of SCM, hence the emergence of SCM platform 
models built on high level of specialization and socialized coordination. 
Mechanisms of industrial cluster’s utility have been well analyzed from the perspective of 
ecological or green SCM. Combining platform economics and innovations in financial service, 
this paper analyzes the supply chain management mechanisms of industrial clusters and 
reveals the internal utility mechanisms of cell phone industrial clusters’ SCM in Shenzhen. 
That part is followed by the core contents, involving knowledge management, supply chain 
finance and platform-based business model. 
On the development of SC of mobile phone industrial clusters, our study found that 
contracting out peripheral activities has laid the ground work. Furthermore, the transition from 
business flow outsourcing to knowledge management outsourcing represents the upgrade of 
the model. Moreover, finance has fulfilled a key role in SCM as well. Under the internet 
economy, platform economics has formed the booster of the mobile phone sector. The 
conclusion and suggestions of the paper should be a guideline for businesses concerned. 
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本文研究的框架结构如图 1-1 所示。 
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